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Hello everyone, 

It seems hard to believe that November is now behind us and we are full steam ahead towards the 

Christmas season! Many of our young learners are already talking about the joys of the festive period 

and some have been busy decorating their salt dough decorations, ready to give to you to adorn your 

home! Thank you so much to the parents and carers who both offered and came in to help with the 

decorating! It was all rather messy but lots of fun!  

Our Learning in the Foxes and Badgers Rooms 

 

                          

Pattern making is continuing to be enjoyed with some children using a variety of media to copy and 

create patterns. We have extended this learning; adding threading and exploring the use of coloured 

beads for children who choose, to copy a pattern. We have added some additional challenge to this 

experience with complex 2D shapes, where we have seen patterns of coloured shapes being used to 

create some fantastic models. We are observing children with a deep focus during this play, whilst 

developing hand-eye co-ordination skills to complete some of the patterns.  

 

                                          
We are still visiting our local community library regularly. Small groups of children are enjoying 

walking there, providing opportunities to become more familiar with the local area whilst following 

instructions given, to keep safe. When we arrive at the library, many children are enjoying time to 

explore the book boxes and accessing books that show different texts. Each child can then choose a 

story to look at with one of the adults helping in our party. We have enjoyed listening to a story from 

the Librarian, who has been very kindly explaining lots of new information about the Library, including 

how to use a library card. The librarian also reminds us to look after the books we borrow and return 



them once we have finished to borrow some more! Thank you to our parent and carers who have 

volunteered to help accompany us on these trips! Don’t forget to visit the library when you are with 

your child! There is so much to see and do in the library and it is a great resource, particularly on a 

very rainy day! Why not go along and share a story together? You can then tell us all about your visit 

by sharing it on your child’s e-learning journal.  We would love to hear what story you read together! 

 

It is great to see so many of our Dinosaur Growth Mindset postcards being taken from our display in 

the foyer. We continue to acknowledge our children's individual achievements both at home and in 

nursery and this is a great way to display children’s successes. This partnership communication helps 

us to learn more about some of the learning your child enjoys with you at home. Please remember to 

complete the ‘Home’ section on the Dino card and return it to a member of staff, so that we can 

celebrate new knowledge and display the postcard on the Dinosaur display in the foyer. If you are 

unsure how our Growth Mindset postcards work, please ask a member of staff. 
 

Our Learning in the Squirrels Room 

This week, we have been busy in the garden making soup in the mud kitchen. We mixed water, sand, 

and mud as our ingredients, providing spoons to enable the children to mix their ingredients together, 

using bowls to serve ‘soup’!  We have also been busy investigating powder paint in the garden, using it 

to paint and decorate our shed and fence! Water and paint brushes have also been popular around the 

garden for mark making.  

    Whilst in the garden, some of the children were busy constructing an obstacle course to tackle, 

where we have been learning to balance, walking over planks of wood, and jumping off the end! Many 

children have been helping each other, learning to take turns and share the equipment outdoors.  

Inside the playroom, we have been busy exploring the magnetic building blocks, where some young 

learners have been building towers, whilst others chose to build an indoor obstacle course which 

replicated the one built outdoors. Many children have shown great curiosity, exploring how magnets 

‘stick’ together. We also offered additional, larger magnets alongside for the children to explore. 

This has generated a great deal of excitement and new language! ☺  

            

 

Painting is always a favourite, both indoors and out and this week, some children have been using the 

easel to pin up the paper independently, experimenting with various brushes and sponges to mark-

make. This has been further supported with pens, pencils, and chalks to develop creative skills. The 

children have been beginning to understand the concept about making their mark for a reason. Staff 

explain that if we don’t write our name on our work, we won’t remember which one belongs to us. This 

understanding helps children begin to develop purposeful meaning for doing these things.  Nursery 

rhymes this week have been further enjoyed with the addition of props and books. New rhymes, such 

as Humpty Dumpty are being enjoyed and the repetition is always fun for children to share with an 

adult! Perhaps you could introduce your child to your favourite childhood nursery rhyme and share it 

with us? We would love to know which is your child’s favourite? Don’t forget to record your news on 



to your child’s e-learning journal, so that we can talk about their learning together in nursery and 

celebrate their successes ☺  

 

 

In other news… 

Christmas Nativity tickets – please collect your tickets from the office.  There is no cost 

but it lets us know how many parents/carers will be attending each day. Please note that 

tickets are restricted to two per family due to space.  Thank you. 

Last day of this term – Nursery will finish on Friday 21st December, unless paid hours have 

been arranged. All children return on Wednesday 9th January 2019. Please note that there is 

an In-service day on Tuesday 8th January when the Centre is closed to all children. We will 

share this reminder again before the end of term, which is rapidly approaching! 

 

Thinkosaur says – ‘I can share my Ideas’ 

 

Best wishes, 

 

Fox Covert Early Years Team 


